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Optimized Eight-Dimensional Lattice Modulation
Format for IM-DD 56 Gbit/s Optical
Interconnections Using 850 nm VCSELs
Xiaofeng Lu, Member, IEEE, Anna Tatarczak, Member, IEEE,
Vladimir Lyubopytov, Member, IEEE, and Idelfonso Tafur Monroy, Senior Member, IEEE
(Invited Paper)

Abstract—In this paper a novel eight-dimensional lattice optimized modulation format, Block Based 8-dimensional/8-level
(BB8), is proposed, taking into account the trade-off between
high performance and modulation simplicity. We provide an
experimental performance comparison with its n-level pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM-n) counterparts in a 28 GBaud
850 nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) based
intensity-modulation direct-detection (IM-DD) system. Successful
data transmission over 100 m multi-mode fiber (MMF) links of
OM3 and OM4 types is demonstrated, with a power margin
close to 2 dB at 100GBASE-SR4 forward error correction (FEC)
threshold. A simplified bit-to-symbol mapping and corresponding
symbol-to-bit de-mapping algorithms, together with a hyperspace hard-decision, are designed specifically for applications
of short-reach data links. These algorithms are expected to use
affordable computational resources with relatively low latency.
Index Terms—Optical fiber communication, optical interconnections, modulation, vertical cavity surface emitting lasers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ATA centers are increasingly becoming the infrastructure
in the data era. The tremendous volume of the data
flood merged and exchanged within and between data centers
poses ever more demanding requirements on data links in
terms of capacity, reach, cost, footprint, latency and power
consumption. Intensity-modulation direct-direction (IM-DD)
schemes are a good trade-off between the above-mentioned
factors. Therefore, the majority of current generation shortreach optical interconnects are IM-DD based. Data links
using multi-mode vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (MMVCSELs) at 850 nm and multi-mode fibers (MMFs) are commonly used inside the data centers. They are relatively cheap
due to easier system alignment and offer smooth upgrades by
reusing the available facilities. In terms of capacity, the recent
record is a 71 Gbps NRZ transmission in VCSEL-based link
over 7 m MMF [1], with two-taps FFE and a 43 Gbps nonequalized transmission over 100 m OM3 MMF.
Advanced modulation formats are used to further enhance
the link capacity. A promising format is the n-level pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM-n) due to its higher spectral
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efficiency and easier implementation than that of other proposed modulation formats. An equalized PAM-4 is reported
at 70 Gbps in a 2 m MMF link [2] and at 48.7 Gbps in
200 m OM4 MMF link [3]. Moreover, un-equalized PAM-8
is presented at 37.5 Gbps over 100 m OM4 [4]. The alternatives that allow for higher capacity at the cost of increased
transceiver complexity are discrete multi-tone (DMT) [5] and
multi-band carrierless amplitude phase modulation (MultiCAP) [6]. Instead, in this paper we emphasize better system
BER performance by using a multi-dimensional modulation
format.
Multi-dimensional modulation (MD) formats have already
been theoretically and experimentally investigated in coherent
detection systems, e.g. the four-dimensional formats [7]–
[14]. Besides, formats optimized with D4 lattice can be
equivalently obtained from the conventional PDM-mQAM
by applying a four-dimensional set partitioning scheme [15].
Eight-dimensional formats have also been investigated recently
[16]–[18]. A higher dimensional one, binary 24-dimensional
modulation format, is also discussed in [19].
The pioneer theoretical works on the MD modulation formats for IM-DD systems include the optimized constellations
for single-subcarrier IM transmission [20] and lattice code
[21]. Recently, MD coded modulation has been experimentally validated in IM-DD systems. A two-dimensional coded
modulation scheme with external modulators is discussed in
[22]. A four-dimensional version is reported in [23]. A fourdimensional trellis coded modulation (TCM) is experimentally
analyzed in [24] and [25]. A six-level four-dimensional format
is numerically investigated in [26]. Yet, higher dimensional
formats for VCSEL-based IM-DD transmission systems are
not reported yet.
In this work, we theoretically propose and experimentally
validate an alternative block-based 8-dimensional/8-level format, namely BB8, which carries 2 bits per symbol, i.e. has the
same spectral efficiency as PAM-4. This paper is based on our
recent conference paper reported in [27]. The fundamentals of
eight-dimensional formats, including the optimization principles and geometric structure of BB8, are explained in Section
II. In Section III the design of simplified algorithms for bit-tosymbol mapping and corresponding de-mapping is addressed
as a trade-off between the performance and the modulation
simplicity. The details of the corresponding hyper-space based
hard-decision algorithm are given in Section IV. BB8 was ex-
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Fig. 1. (a) Illustration of the principle of constructing the eight-dimensional
super-symbols by combining the temporally adjacent symbols. (b) The construction of two-dimensional projections by using two symbols.

perimentally investigated and compared with PAM-n in terms
of BER in a 28 GBd lab setup. The performance was measured
for back-to-back (BTB) and over 100 m OM3 and OM4 type
MMF links. The experimental setup and methodological issues
are described in Section V, and the experiment results are
presented in Section VI.
II. E IGHT- DIMENSIONAL M ODULATION F ORMATS
A. Multi-dimensional signal space
An n-element orthogonal basis spans an n-dimensional
signal space, accommodating the modulation formats of corresponding dimension. For instance, in coherent transmission
systems the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) field components in both orthogonal polarization states (x and y), i.e.
[Ix, Q x, Iy, Q y ], span a four-dimensional signal space. The orthogonal basis can also be formed using different wavelengths,
independent waveforms or spatial modes. Ideally, consecutive
symbol slots can also be seen as independent basis, provided
the inter-symbol interference (ISI) is negligible. Alternatively,
an orthogonal basis can be found in parallel optical channels, like separate fibers for the 4-lane quad small formfactor pluggable (QSFP) or 8-lane octal small form-factor
pluggable (OSFP) transceivers. Such channels are inherently
multi-dimensional. Furthermore, higher dimensional space can
be virtually formed by adopting a hybrid scheme. For instance, links using 4λ shortwave wavelength division multiplexing (SWDM) over 4-lane parallel channels are sixteendimensional. In this paper, an eight-dimensional signal space
is constructed by combining eight adjacent symbols in a
single channel. The resulting sequence of super-symbols is
further interleaved into 8 blocks, emulating eight independent
channels.
B. MD formats for IM-DD systems and optimization
Let us consider, without loss of generality, an 8-dimensional
format, where eight temporally adjacent symbols in the transmitting sequence s = [s0, s1, ..., sm, ...]T constitutes a super-

symbol Sn = [Sn0, Sn1, Sn2, ...Sni , ...Sn7 ]T . sm indicates the mth symbol in the transmitting sequence. Sni is the individual
symbol in the n-th super-symbol. i = 0, 1, ..., 7 indicates its
position in Sn . n = 0, 1, ... is the index of a super-symbol in
the sequence. Sni corresponds to the symbol s8n+i in s, i.e.
m = 8n + i. Therefore, each symbol in one super-symbol
gives the coordinate value of one point in 8-dimensional
signal space along a specific orthogonal direction. We assume
that the received super-symbols Rn = [Rn0, Rn1, Rn2 ...Rn7 ]T are
affected by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). They can
be visualized as hyper-spheres expanded from the ideal format
points, like Rn = Sn + Nn , where Nn are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. Notice that
here the channel responses are not taken into account, i.e. each
super-symbol is seen as independent. In fact, the Gaussian
model is not naturally guaranteed in VCSEL based IM-DD
links, that leads to the noise spheres shifted from the designed
locations and apart from the hyper-sphere form, becoming
more irregular and anisotropic. The impact of this effect on the
performance is not straightforward and depends on the specific
constellation configuration. In this paper, we assume that the
shift and distortion of the noise hyper-spheres are negligible
and adopt a Gaussian noise model.
The modulation format can be optimized by maximizing the
minimum mutual Euclidean distance (MMED), dmin , between
all pairs of the format points to avoid the errors occurring in
the overlap region between noise spheres. The optimal format
is then achieved when the format points are chosen from
the densest lattice. The densest eight-dimensional structure,
called E8 lattice, can be constructed in multiple ways [28]:
(i) generation matrix;
(ii) seed lattice grids;
(iii) analytic

Í
expression, E8 = (xi ) ∈ Z8 ∪ (Z + 1/2)8 : i xi ≡ 0 (mod2) .
Assuming that the VCSEL is modulated in its linear regime,
the optimization equals to searching a subset of E8 lattice
within a fixed-size eight-dimensional hypercube. Such subset
has the maximum dmin and an optimal orientation, offering
the simplest level structure in each symbol.
C. Block-based 8-dimensional/8-level format: BB8
BB8 has 8 equally probable amplitude levels. The format
point set C is defined as:
(
)
Õ
i
8
8
i
C = (c ) ∈ Ueven ∪ Uodd :
c ≡ 0 (mod4)
(1)
i

where
is the amplitude of each symbol, i = 0, 1, · · · , 7
is the position of individual symbol in a super-symbol,
0
1
i
λ−1 ]T , ui
and Uλeven = [ueven
, ueven
, ..., ueven
, ...., ueven
even ∈
λ
0
1
i
λ−1 ]T ,
= [uodd, uodd, ..., uodd
, ...., uodd
{ 0 , 2 , 4 , 6 }, Uodd
i
uodd ∈ { 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 } are the sets of possible values, in
which λ indicates the dimensionality of such sets. We can
use the representation of two-dimensional projections
to better understand the format structure in eightdimensional space. As shown in Fig. 1, a super-symbol
forms four two-dimensional projections by artificially
projecting every two symbols in one constellation diagram.
Without loss of generality, we define the projections as
pk = [ c2k c2k+1 ]T, k = 0, 1, 2, 3 with a symbol-wise sequence.
ci
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Fig. 2. Proposed formats illustrated with aids of 2D projection in constellation
diagram. Illustration of the sub-groups G I and G I I in the subset S ev en ,
G I I I and G I V in the subset S o d d on two-dimensional projection.

According to the expression (1), the set of format C is divided
into two independent subsets,
and odd subsets, with
 i i.e.8 even Í
i
the expression
C
=
(c
)
∈
U
:
i c ≡ 0(mod2) and
even
 i even
Í i
8
Codd = (c ) ∈ Uodd : i c ≡ 0(mod2) . Format points in
each projection pk are then divided into four sub-groups
(SG), as:
GI = (ci ) ∈ U2even : c2k +c2k+1 ≡ 0(mod4), k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ;
GI I = (ci ) ∈ U2even : c2k +c2k+1 ≡ 1(mod4), k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ;
GI I I =  (ci ) ∈ U2odd : c2k +c2k+1 − 1 ≡ 0(mod4), k = 0, 1, 2, 3 ;
GIV = (ci ) ∈ U2odd : c2k +c2k+1 − 1 ≡ 1(mod4), k = 0, 1, 2, 3 .
They are represented by points of four different colors
in Fig. 2. The even subset is constructed with a
conditional combination of pairs in GI and GI I , meaning
Ceven = [ p1 p2 p3 p4 ]T , p j ∈ GI ∪ GI I , in which
the number of pairs from GI should be 0, 2 or 4, and
4, 2 or 0 from GI I , correspondingly. The odd subset is
constructed with a conditional combination in GI I I and GIV ,
as: Codd = [ p1 p2 p3 p4 ]T , pk ∈ GI I I ∪ GIV with similar
condition as above mentioned.
BB8 carries 2 bits/symbol, the same as PAM-4. Therefore
the format set C has 48 = 65536 points.
The MMED of
√
neighboring points reaches dmin = 2 2. Theoretically, BB8
has a 0.84 dB asymptotic shaping gain compared to its
PAM-n counterparts with the same maximum peak-to-peak
modulation amplitude. Fig. 3 displays the aforementioned
two-dimensional projection presented with experimental data,
together with the histogram of the received symbols.
The proposed format is designed for independent parallel
channels, where the orthogonality of the basis is inherently
guaranteed. However, such assumption is not reasonable for
the temporally adjacent symbols transmitted through 100 m
MMF because the ISI resulting from the unavoidable intermodal dispersion skews the basis. Hence we use a block-wise

Fig. 3. Experimentally measured symbol histogram and its 2D projection.

interleaving scheme to emulate the parallel channels. 64k symbols, i.e. 8k super-symbols, are fed into an interleaving matrix
column-wisely. Then 8 blocks are generated row-wisely, with
each block as an analogy of an independent channel. In other
words, each output block contains the symbols having the
same position in their original super-symbols. By doing so, the
ISI becomes the signal independent noise. It is noteworthy that
for keeping the consistency, we applied the same interleaving
scheme on all the formats we investigate in this work.
A Monte Carlo simulation has been made based on AWGN
model applied on the ideal constellations. Its results are shown
in the Fig. 4. The signal-to-noise ratio is given with respect
to the received electrical signal. PAM-4 and BB8 have an
intersection point around the standard 7% FEC limit BER
≈ 3.8 × 10−3 . For low noise regime, BB8 outperforms PAM-4
and approaches the asymptotic gain larger than 0.8 dB.
III. S IMPLIFIED B IT- TO - SYMBOL MAPPING AND
DE - MAPPING
In spite of the theoretical benefit, the practical implementation of MD formats is not straightforward due to the
indirect bit-to-symbol mapping. Look-up tables (LUTs) can
be a feasible solution for MD modulations with small scale
constellations in coherent transmission systems. However, it
cannot be applied for the highly latency- and cost-sensitive
short-reach data links. A specially designed simplified bit-tosymbol algorithm is proposed in the following section. It is
expected to enable the real-time bit-to-symbol mapping, and
its corresponding de-mapping.
A. Bit-to-symbol mapping
T
For the input bit block Bn = [b0n b1n · · · ben · · · b15
n ] and the
0
1
i
7
T
mapped symbol sequence Sn = [Sn Sn · · · Sn · · · Sn ] , a bit-to8
symbol mapping is defined as, M : F16
2 → R and the cor−1
responding symbol-to-bit de-mapping is M
: R8 → F16
2 .
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B. Symbol-to-bit de-mapping
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The corresponding de-mapping algorithm is then written as:
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Fig. 4. Monte Carlo simulation of BB8, PAM-4 and PAM-8 with varying
signal-to-noise ratio.

F16
2 means the 16-dimensional binary field. The superscript e
indicates the position of the individual bit in Bn . The simplified
mapping algorithm is expressed as, M:
Sn0
Sn1
Sn2
Sn3
Sn4
Sn5
Sn6
Sn7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

b0n + 2b1n + 4b2n
b0n + 2b3n + 4b4n
b0n + 2b5n + 4b6n
b0n + 2b7n + 4b8n
b0n + 2b9n + 4b10
n
12
b0n + 2b11
+
4b
n
n
14
b0n + 2b13
+
4b
n
n
b0n + 2Pn + 4b15
n

13
Pn = b1n ⊕ b3n ⊕ b5n ⊕ b7n ⊕ b9n ⊕ b11
n ⊕ bn

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

In a mapping stage, every 16 bits are mapped into one 8symbol super-symbol, with each symbol modulated into eight
levels. The first bit (b0n ) controls the selection of the candidate
points from the even subsets (when b0n = 0) or from odd ones
(when b0n = 1). Bits b1n ...b14
n are simply mapped as PAM-4.
It is noteworthy that they are not Gray mapped, since Gray
mapping is not optimal in an eight-dimensional perspective.
The last symbol is generated from bits b0n , b15
n and a parity
bit, Pn , which is calculated according to (10).
The merits of such bit-to-symbol mapping include: (i) minimizing the alteration from conventional PAM-4 mapping and
therefore reducing the cost of IC design and implementation;
(ii) minimizing extra computational resources required, as only
additional calculation of parity bit Pn is needed; (iii) enabling
real-time solution with lower latency relative to the other
mapping schemes, e.g. LUT.

(14)
(15)
(16)

In which, Sn0−7 means an arbitrary symbol from Sn0 to Sn7 .
During the de-mapping phase, a 16-bit block is recovered from
one super-symbol, i.e. 8 received and aligned symbols. The
first bit b0n is decoded according to the parity of the subset that
the received super-symbol belongs to, i.e. either even subset
(when Sn0−7 is even, b0n = 0) or odd subset (when Sn0−7 is odd,
b0n = 1). Then, the symbols Sn0−7 are shifted, i.e. subtracted
by b0n , as described by Eq. 11-16. After doing that, Sn0−7 are
degenerated from PAM-8 into PAM-4 signal. The remaining
0−7 with PAM-4 debits b1n ...b15
n are simply calculated from Sn
mapper. The parity bit (Pn ) is not used during the de-mapping
and therefore discarded.
IV. H YPER - SPACE BASED H ARD D ECISION
A maximum likelihood soft-decision (ML-SD) algorithm
was used in coherent MD modulation systems. It is combined
with FEC to maximize the achievable data rate [13]. However,
considering the computational complexity, it is unrealistic to
apply ML-SD to the eight-dimensional modulation. It would
be overloaded by the number of possible states. In this
work we propose a hyperspace based hard-decision (HS-HD)
algorithm.
A lattice is filled with primitive cells, the smallest symmetric
units. All positions inside the cell are closer to the center than
to the rest of the lattice. Hence, the central lattice point in each
primitive cell gives a decided symbol. All received symbols
in one primitive cell have the same decision. We can separate
an eight-dimensional primitive cell by determining all the
perpendicular bisecting hyper-planes between the neighbors,
as shown in Fig. 5. The perpendicular bisecting hyper-plane is
also seen as the decision threshold hyper-plane. Generally, the
(n-1)-dimensional boundaries of primitive cells work as harddecision thresholds in an n-dimensional
 signal space. Hence,
7-dimensional hyper-planes H ( H = x ∈ R8 | aT x = d , a =
(a1, a1, · · · , a8 )T ) divide the eight-dimensional signal space
into cells of symbols. Here x represents the points on the
hyper-plane and a is its normal vector.
We use a two-dimensional honeycomb (A2 lattice) as the
analog of the E8 lattice to illustrate the principle of the algorithm (Fig. 5). Generally, the normal vector of the threshold
plane between the j-th lattice point l j ∈ L and its z-th
neighbor lzj ∈ L is expressed as az = lzj − l j , where L is
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Fig. 5. Division of a signal space by using the decision threshold given by the
perpendicular bisecting hyper-plane between a lattice point and its neighbors,
apart from the origin of the coordinate by dmi n , with the analogy of twodimensional honeycomb structure (A2 lattice).

last piece containing the cherry (the decided symbol) is found.
The major difference between HS-HD and the conventional
hard-decision used for PAM-n are extra linear transforms
required before the decision. Such operations are expected to
be serialized with electrical analog circuits. As the decision
can be implemented in an analog domain, ADC is dispensable,
whereas it is required in the case of digital ML algorithms.
V. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

the set of the whole lattice. The unit normal vector is then
given as a0z = az /dmin . The perpendicular bisector of the line
connecting these two points is described as P = l j + az /2.
The hyper-plane function is written as (a0z )T x = d, in which
d = (a0z )T P = (a0z )T (l j + az /2) = Dzj + dmin /2. Here, d
is the characteristic number, which equals the perpendicular
distance between the decision plane and the origin of the
coordinate; it consists of dmin /2, half of the MMED, and Dzj ,
the perpendicular distance from the origin of the coordinate
to the hyper-plane containing l j . Dzj ∈ Dz is inherent for
a specific lattice structure. Dz = (a0z )T L is the set of all
possible Dzj . Normally, due to the symmetry of the lattice,
Dz degenerates to a smaller discrete set. It is evident that
Dz consists of identical subsets
Ð equallyz spaced by distance
dmin and expressed as Dz = ∞
µ=−∞ (D0 + µ · dmin ), µ ∈ Z.
Specifically, the number of possible direction vectors a0z in E8
reaches 120, because each E8 lattice point is surrounded by
240 neighbors, and each direction has a conjugate counterpart,
i.e. a0z = −a00z , which reduces the number by half.
We use a ’cake-cutting’ algorithm to implement the HSHD. dnz = (a0z )T Rn generates a characteristic number, which
equals to the projection of Rn along the direction a0z . The
same procedure is applied on the lattice set L and generates
a set of characteristic numbers, Dz , as described above. By
comparing the characteristic value dnz of the received supersymbol with the lattice characteristic values Dµz ∈ Dz , we
obtain the difference δ = dnz − Dµz . Therefore, a hard decision
selects a subset Lz of lattice from the whole set L, where |δ| ≤
dmin /2. The selection starts from an arbitrary direction and
goes through all possible 120 directions. The ergodic process
stops when one element only remains in the candidate set. The
procedure looks like cutting the cake (signal space) until the

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 6. A 850 nm
multimode VCSEL, biased at 8 mA, is directly modulated
by a 520 mV peak-to-peak differential electrical signal. A
small-signal frequency response and an optical spectrum of the
VCSEL are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and (b), respectively. The electrical signal is generated from 28 GBaud sequences of 256K
symbols by a 65 GSa/s 8-bit arbitrary waveform generator
(AWG). The sequences are pre-calculated with a raised cosine
(roll-off factor 0.5) pulse shaping and repeatedly transmitted.
A pre-equalization on the electrical signal is included to
mitigate the spectral roll-off of the AWG. The VCSEL used
in this experiment had a −3 dB bandwidth of 17 GHz. The
maximum output optical power from the transmitter optical
sub-assembly (TOSA) reaches −0.61 dBm. A variable optical
attenuator (VOA) is employed, which has the insertion loss
of 0.52 dB, reducing the maximum launched optical power
to −1.13 dBm. The signal was received by a commercially
available VI-Systems photo-diode package which includes
a trans-impedance amplifier (TIA). The detected electrical
signal was improved with a low-noise amplifier (LNA) and
a low-pass filter (LPF). Signal traces were captured with
a 33 GHz, 80 GSa/s digital storage oscilloscope (DSO). A
back-to-back BER measurements were taken for a primary
characterization. Then link measurements were performed
with one spool of 100 m OM3 MMF and one of OM4 MMF.
They introduce the losses of 0.69 dB and 0.85 dB respectively,
giving the maximum received optical power −1.82 dBm and
−1.98 dBm correspondingly. For convenience of comparison,
we set −2 dBm as the maximum power for BER measurements
in the following experiments and treat it as the maximum
achievable received optical power.
The received digital signal was processed offline. The traces
were resampled from 80 GSa/s to 56 GSa/s, i.e. two samples
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Fig. 7. (a) The end-to-end frequency response, with (lemon grass) and without
(azure) post-amplifier and low pass filer. (b) The optical spectrum of VCSEL,
with (azure) and without (lemon grass) electrical signal modulation.

per symbol, processed with a T/2 fractional infinite impulse
response (IIR) filter with 11 and 5 taps in the feed-forward
and feed-back parts, respectively. Training sequences with an
adaptive process using the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm
were applied to train the coefficients of the filter taps. The
first 2048 samples of the traces were used as the training
sequences. The training process was executed iteratively 10
times with different step sizes varying from 0.03 to 0.003.
After the coefficients were trained during the initialization
stage, they were kept constant for the whole payload. We
used IIR filter instead of decision feedback equalizer (DFE)
because the decision of BB8 is not straightforward, where no
instant symbol-wise decision can be made. Therefore, we set
the decision phase after the equalization and used the IIR filter,
where no decision is required in advance. It is noteworthy that
for keeping the results comparable, we apply the same signal
process on all the formats studied in this work.
Data collections are treated differently in different transmission regimes. 100 traces with 2 million samples (25 µs)
were stored for each transmission condition in critical regime:
for the received optical power which generates BER approximately lower than 10−3 to the maximum received optical
power, where the accuracy of BER is easily influenced by
the number and length of the traces. 10 traces with 1 million
samples (12.5 µs) were stored for the remaining power regime,
because the trend was well displayed in the higher noise
conditions. The value in every condition was given by the
mean value of 90% confidence.
The performance criteria is often defined as the required received optical power with respect to a specific BER threshold.
In optical transmission network (OTN) standard, FEC with
7% overhead (OH) is adopted and BER below 3.8 × 10−3 is
required as a criterion of successful transmission. However,
it is not always reasonable to consider this BER threshold
for the short-reach optical interconnects scenario because of
high latency and large overhead of OTN FEC. Applications
such as intra-datacenter (< 1000 m), rack-to-rack interconnects
(from several meters to hundreds meters) and the boardto-board interconnects require the latency less than several
hundreds nanoseconds. In addition, the high data exchange
rates between datacenters are sensitive to the FEC OH. The

newly accepted IEEE 802.3bm standard adopts FEC with a
lower BER threshold for 100GBASE-SR4 transmission. The
standard includes 2.7% OH Reed-Solomon code, RS (528,
514), with 100 ns latency. These requirements imply BER
threshold at 1.42 × 10−5 for output BER lower than 10−15
[29], [30]. A non-FEC transmission is preferred for application
scenarios with extreme latency requirements, e.g. the data
exchange between supercomputers. BER lower than 10−12 or
even 10−15 is required. In our work the 2.7% RS (528, 514)
is set as the main criteria, together with the 7% FEC limit at
3.8×10−3 and non-FEC limit at 10−12 as additional references.
VI. P ERFORMANCE
A. Back-to-back measurements
Fig. 8 shows the BTB BER sensitivity of BB8, PAM-4,
and PAM-8. The last one is used as a reference. Substantially,
BB8 and PAM-4 perform similarly at the 7% OH FEC level,
predicted by simulation shown in Fig. 4. However, in the
experiment BB8 has a minor degradation of 0.2 dB to PAM4. It is reasonable that BB8 degrades faster due to the system
imperfection in the low SNR regime, as it is constructed by
more neighboring points. With the increase of received optical
power, BB8 outperforms PAM-4 by an asymptotic gain larger
than 1 dB. An apparent error floor can be observed for the
PAM-4’s curve due to the limited bandwidth, relative intensity
noise (RIN) and laser nonlinearities. Its new counterpart, BB8,
provides a potential to achieve BER=10−12 before reaching
the maximum laser optical output power, as can be concluded
from the fitted trend line in Fig. 8. It is also possible that BB8
conceals the error floor below the measurement accuracy limit
at BER=10−7 . In contrast, PAM-8 displays an unsuccessful
transmission with 7% FEC. BB8 gives a 2dB power margin
(maximum optical power -2 dBm) at the 2.7% OH FEC of
RS (528, 514) which gives the output BER<10−15 . PAM-4
has a BER gap larger than one order of magnitude.
B. MMF links
Transmission of BB8 over 100 m OM3 and OM4 MMFs
results in a < 1 dB penalty at 7% FEC as compared to the BTB
scenario (100 m OM3 in Fig. 9 and 100 m OM4 in Fig. 10).
PAM-4 experiences a major degradation in OM3 and OM4.
Unlike the simulation analysis in Fig. 4, the receiver sensitivity
for BB8 is improved as compared to PAM-4 by 0.6 dB and 1
dB for OM3 and OM4, respectively. BB8 has a successful
transmission at the lower FEC threshold and an improved
power margin for both 100 m OM3 and 100 m OM4, whereas
for PAM-4 the error floor close to maximum received optical
power makes 56 Gbit/s transmission unsuccessful. Apparently,
PAM-4 degrades faster than BB8 in MMF links. We believe
that it stems from the fact that BB8 has larger MMED than
PAM-4, which is more tolerant to the signal distortion from
the nonlinearities of components and the limited bandwidth
of fiber links. It is also noteworthy that the increased gap
doesn’t imply the inevitable relations with the differences in
specifications between OM3 and OM4. In principle, OM4 is
further optimized based on OM3, which theoretically should
have the larger modal bandwidth. However, due to the different
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Fig. 8. Comparison of back-to-back BER sensitivity for BB8 (azure), PAM-4
(lemon grass) and PAM-8 (lavender) in 28GBaud/s data-links.
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Fig. 10. BER performances of BB8 and PAM-4 with varying received optical
power measured for transmission over 100 m OM4 MMF.

measured at 2.7% 100BASE-SR4 FEC. It implies the potential
advantages of BB8 in intra-datacenter and other short-reach
applications. Due to a better asymptotic BER performance,
BB8 relieves the requirement on maximum received optical
power, and hence the maximum laser output power. Potential
non-FEC transmission of BB8 down to BER=10−12 without
extra redundancy can provide reduced latency and complexity
of the transceivers. Moreover, it is inherently compatible
with the 8-lane OSFP links. BB8 is also attractive for future modulation flexible transceivers, because of the possible
smooth transition between BB8 and PAM-n provided by the
simplified mapping and de-mapping schemes. Considering the
requirements on capacity, power efficiency, latency, reliability
and flexibility, BB8 is a possible candidate for next generation
IM/DD optical interconnections.

-2

Popt [dBm]
Fig. 9. BER performances of BB8 and PAM-4 with varying received optical
power measured for transmission over 100 m OM3 MMF.

design and implementation of vendors, batches, conservation
conditions of fiber spools or even launching conditions, it is
difficult to provide direct comparison of the performance with
different fiber spools. Deeper analysis goes beyond the scope
of this paper.
Since 100 m links are typical in commercial products, these
results imply the potential of BB8 for MMF data transmission
links scenarios.
VII. C ONCLUSION
An 8D modulation format based on E8 lattice was proposed
for short-reach data transmission links. The experimental performance shows a 2 dB power margin in BTB measurements
and ∼ 1.5 dB for a transmission over 100 m OM3/OM4 MMF
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